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HYPERQUERY is a hypertext query language for
object-oriented pictorial data.base systems. First,
we discuss object calculus based on term rewriting.
Then, example queries are used to illustrate language
facilities. This query la.nguage has been designed
with a flavor similar to QBE as the highly nonprocedural and conversational language for objectoriented pictorial database management system OISDBS.

1

Introduction

Most of database management systems that have
been implemented to manage pictorial information
were developed on t,op of conventional relational
DBMSs. In such systems, an image is represented
as physical image(the actual image data) and logical
image(image attributes). The logical image, some of
which is extracted from physica. image by using image processing algorithms, acts as the proxy of physical image in the relational data.baseand provides the
only meansto accessthe image dat,a in physical image
storage. Obviously, this approa.ch has no modeling
ability for physical image data.
This discrepancy of relational pictorial da.tabase
systems stimula.tes our motiva.tion of developing an
object-oriented image database system OISDBS. By
providing formally clear mechanisms for the combination of data structures and operations in abstract
data types, OISDBS provides the possibility of image
data modeling by describing the structures and interrelationships of image entities. In this paper, we discussobjectscalculus by using rewrite expressions, and
propose a hypertext query language HYPERQUERY
which is a query language with the flavor of QBE[2]
and QPE (Query by Pictorial Exa.mple)[4] but using
hypertext forms instead of tables. Following a brief
description of object calculus, the la.nguage facilities
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Object

are illustrated through several ex-

calculus

To turn t.o the discussion of object query language,
we need a framework of object calculus. Bancilhon
el al [l] have proposed an object calculus for untyped
objects. In this section, we first define a partial order
on objects of a type, and show that this partial order
induces a lattice structure on the type which a.llows
us to define union and intersection of two objects.
Upon these two opera.tions, we can define va.riables,
rewrite rules and rewrite expressions which form the
object calculus framework.
Definition
1 Let 0,O’
be objects of type R, we can
define i.he fact that 0 is n sub-object. of 0’ (denoted
by 0 5 0’) recursively as follows:
1. If 0 and 0’ are tuple objects, 0 = [Ol, . . . , O,,,;,
O:,], then 0 is a sub-object
of 0’
O’=
[Ol,,...,
if every Oi is a sub-object
of 0; for 1 5 ,i 5 m.
2. If 0 and 0’ are set objects, 0 = (01,. . . , O,,,},
0’ = {Oi, . . . , O:,}, then 0 is a sub-objeci
of 0’
if every element of 0 is a sub-object
of n corresponding
element of 0’ and there are no distinct
objects Oi and Oj ill 0 SUCK that Oi 5 Oj.
3.

Every object is a sub-object
object of every object.

of T and I

is a s,ub-

It is clear that sub-object, relationship is reflexive
(0 5 0), t.ra.nsitive (if 01 5 02, Va 5 Oar then 01 2
Os), and anti-symmetric (if 01 5 02, 02 5 01, then
Or = 02). For a set. of objects of type R, the subobject relationship 5 is a. pa.rtia.1order. Obviously,
the following theorem holds:
Theorem
1 The
with the sub-object
tice.

of objects of hype R, together
relattonshtp
5, is a complete lnt-

set

With t,his lattice structure, two basic operations,
the union and the intersection of objects, can be defined as follows:
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Definition
2 The union
of two objects of a type,
is
the
smallest
object that contains
both
01 u 02,
of th,enz(their
least upper bound).
The intersection,
01 nO2, 2s the largest object th,at is contained
in both
of them(thezr
greatest lower bound).
With these t,wo operations,
object query can be
expressed
as rewrite
expressions.
To define rewrite
expressions
forma,lly, we first introduce
the term wariable. Va.riable which has the hierarchical
structure
as
object, is the reflect,ion of object structure
in object
calculus.
Definition
3 Gi,ven a type R, there exists an infinite
set of symbols VarR, R # R’ - VarR C’l VarRJ = 4,
Let Vu,r = UR \,‘arR denotes the set of all symbols,
Variables
are defined recursively
as follows:
1. Each

object

of type T is a ,variable

2. Each

element

of VarT

of type T.

is a variable

of type T.

9. Let T = [Tl, . . . , T,,] be a t,uple type, .Yi is a variable of type Ti for 1 5 i 5 IZ, then [Sl,
. . , S,,]
is a variable of type T.

Because varia.bles ha.ve the hierarchical
structure
simi1a.r to objects, the assignment
of va.riables can be
a. part, of query language.
Consider
a. variable
V of
type T with va.riables VI, . , V,,, in it, and an assignment, u of objects 01,.
, O,, to varia.bles VI.
, k;,,,
u will also assign an object, of t,ype T t,o the va.riable
I’. More generally. we have:
Definition
5 Let V be a variable
of type T, 0 an
object of T, the effect of V on 0 is a set WILKIL is the
union of all assignments
of V that are swb-object of
0

Therefore,
the problem with variables to represent
a query is that it only selects a set. of sub-objects
and not allow object restructuring.
To overcome this,
we introduce
the notion of rewrite
rules and rewrite
espressions.
Definition
6 Let ,Y be a ,variable of type S, rewrite
rules and rewrite
expressions
are de,fined recursively
in th,e fol1owin.g way.
1. Let 2’ be a ,variable

(Tl,...,T,)
b e a wion
type(etrery object
4. LetT=
of type Ti (1 5 i 5 n) is an object of type T), -4-i
is a variable of type Ti, 1 5 i 5 n, then (Xi)
is
a ,variable of type T.

of type T,

I” is a rule from

(a)

S -

(b)

if p is a rewrite
expression
from T to T’,
s - ~(1.) is a rule from S to T’.

(a)

if S - Yl, . . , S x,, arc rules from
,S to Tl,
,T,, respectively,
then S -,
Y,,] is a rule from S to [Tl, . . , T,].
p-l,...,

(6)

if S - Y is a rule from S to sonle Ti in
T1,.
,T,,. then S - (Y) IS a rule from 5’
to (T1,....T,,).

by the as-

(c)

Definition
4 An asszgnment
r~ is a mappin,g which
maps variables into objects of appropriate
types in the
following
way:

if X - Yl, . ,X - xX are rules from S to
T, then S - { Y1, . . . , I’“,} is a rule from S
to {T}.

(d)

if S - ‘l’i, . . , S - Yn are rules from 5’ to
{T}, the77 S - Yl U
U Y,, is a rule from
S to {T}.

5. Let T = {T’}
is a set type, Si is a ,variable of
type T’ for 1 5 i 5 I?., then (A-1,
(S,,} is a
varaable of type T.

2.

of type T. then 2 S, 5 S,
6. If S is a variable
> ‘I-, < A-, -7S are also c~anables of type T.
The sema.ntics of va.riables is embodied
signment
of va.riables to 0bject.s.

1. a(O)
2. a([S1,.
3. u((S))
4. u((S1..

= 0 for each object.
(A-,,])

= [U(Sl),

. . ,u(S,,)]

= (u(X))
.,S,,})

= {u(S,),.

.,u(S,,))

5. Let S be a varaable of type T, th.en each asszgniizeikt of a(? ,Y), a(< X), a(> S), a(< S),
a(~S)
IS a17 object 0 of type T which satzsfies
0 2 u(S),
0 < u(X),
0 > u(X),
0 < u(X),
0 # C(S) respectively.
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3. a rewrite
expression
form rew(A),
where
to T.

S to T.

from {S} to {T}
has the
A is a set of rules from S

In Definition
4. we have defined the assignment
of va.riables to objects of appropria.te
types, and indicated
that it can be a part of object, query langua.ge. In t,he following,
we will indica.te that t,his
kind of assignment
ca.n be extended
to the assignment of rewrit,e expressions
which forms the entire
object, calculus framework.
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Definition
then

of ~uariables.

7 Lef u be an assi&ment

1. a(O)

= 0 for each objeci

0.

2. u( [Sl , . . 1 A-,,,] ) = [u( A-1 ),
3. u((A-))

= (a(S))

4. u({S1,.

.,S,,})

. , a( s,, ,]

= {u(A-1)

(...

?U(S,,)}

=

u..

.Uu(X2,)

FTYPE
5.

u(X1

u

.

.uS,,)

u(S1)

6. a(rew(A)(.y))

=

The semantics
as follows:

of rewrite

Definition

{/3

(V)Ki
expressions

8 Lef p = rew(A)

p(0)

1: The structure
in Query 1

“’

of FFARM

supplied

by t*he

on

-+ 1’ E A, and u(S)

< 0)
10

PAHE

language

*

AREA
100

Obviously,
rewrite
rules and rewrite
expressions
can
be used as a kind of query language,
but it is not
very user friendly.
To meet the requirements
for user
friendness,
rewrite
expressions
should be convert.ed
into more acceptable
forms. In rela.tiona.1 da.tabases,
the tabular
query language
QBE[2]
based on domain relational
calculus provides a. brief, easy t,o understand
guidance
in query formulation.
Query by
Diagra.m[3]
is a query language
directly
on the E-R
gra.ph. Query by Pictorial
Example(QPE)[4]
which
a.dopts the QBE approach
is a tabular query language
for pictorial
database
system.
In t,he design of HYPERQUERY,
we wish to adopt this fla.vor t,o express
a. query by entering
an example
in the a.ppropriate
location
on screen.
Compared
wit.11 QBE and QPE, HYPERQUERY
uses hypertext
form in the formulation
of query instead of ta.bles.
It is easy to formulat,e
a query in
hypertext
form for object-oriented
da,tabases because
hypertexts
a.re just, t.he user’s view of t,he da.tabase.
In HYPERQUERY,
each operation
is specified by using one or more hypertext
forms. Each form is built
up on screen with the entire structure
being supplied
by the syst.em and other pa.rts by the user. Example
elements which a.re marked underlining
are variables
specified by the user and solved by t,he system during
query processing.
Queryl:
Priut a.11forest farms of which the area. is
above 100 hecta.res and the mana.gers include a. person
named WANG.

18

E

as

= {a(Y)lX

The

3

HAllAGER
A

eqwession

for type S, 0 an object of S, then the e,ffect of p
0 is defined

V E A,@(CJ)

-

Figure
system

can be defined

be a rezarife

X
’
P

-

P

FTYPE+
. .

Figure

2: The

formulation

of Query

1

Initia.lly, the user, knowing
the answer to the query
is in t,ype FFARM,
euters FFARh4 as the type na.me,
t,he syst,em will t,hen respond by giving t,he st,ruct,ure
of type FFARM,
a.s in Figure 1.
Once the user ent,ers a. t,ype na.me, the syst,em only
gives t.he struct.ure
of a type till t,he next. level Xvertes in depth. Now the user can express the query
on the t,ermina.l by moving the cursor to the appropria.te position,
clicking the mouse button
to push out
a small window,
and filling it. The query is shown in
Figure 2.
In Figure 2, “P.” stands for “PRINT”,
an output
operat,or.
This query can also be formula.ted
a.6 va.ria.bles:
[NO:X,

NAME:Y,
AREA:>
100, {FTYPE:Z}.
>{ MANAGER:WANG}]

Query 2: Disp1a.y a.ll forest t,ypes in No. 2 forest,
farm.
First, t,he user euters FFARM
a,s t,he t,ype name,
the system then responds
the sa.me as in Query 1.
Because this query is about. the type FTYPE.
t.he
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,

I

Figure

3: The

formula.tion

of Query

2

Figure

4: The

formulation

of Query

3

t,he da.ta.ba.se different,ly.
A single line river. which is
perhaps
a sma.11 river or a st,reani, is st,ored a.s one
line in the dat*a.base while a. double line river is st,ored
as t.wo lines which represent, t.wo sides of t.he river. In
t,his example,
the type RIVER
is t*he union of types
SINGLELINE
a.nd DOUBLELINE.
To formu1a.t.e t.his
query, the user must specify DISCHARGE
for SINGLELINE
and DOlJBLELINE
separa.tely( Figure 5).
Query 5: To illust,ra.te the query a.bout. more than
one t,ype and the use of image opera.tors,
let. us consider another
example:
In order to know how many
bridges a.re needed in t.he design of a. railway and t,he
type of ea.ch bridge, we must know all t*he rivers across
t,his railway.
This query involves two t.ypes, RAILWAY and RIVER,
and can be expressed as in Figure
6.
In t.his query,
these two t,ypes a.re counect~ed
by common
ezniilple
elemell,l
X.
In a.dditiou,
intersect(&)
is an image operat.or
which determines two line objects intersect
or not.. In t.he systern, the image pa.rt of ea.ch pictorial
object. couta.ins its MBR(Masimum
Bounda.ry
Rectangle).
The
intersect
operator
first compa.res MBRs of t.hese
lines rather
than performs
point-t#o-point
mat,chiiig
directly
which is very time-consuming.

4
user moves cursor to the node FTYPE
and clicks the
button,
the structure
of type FTYPE
will appea.r. By
the a.ppropriate
positions
being filled, this query can
be expressed in Figure 3.
Query 2 can a.lso be formula.ted
in rewrit,e expression as follows:
rew(

[ NO:2, NAME,
{FTYPE:[NO,
{MANAGER}

AREA,
AREA,
LEN,
] i 1MAGE:X)

IMAGE:X]},

Query 3: Print all transport
lines except the railway.
The type TRANSPORT
is the generalization
of
RAILWAY,
HIGHWAY
and WATERWAY.
HIGHWAY is the generalization
of types ARTERIAL
and
BRANCH.
When the user specifies the name of a.
generalized
type and an asterisk(+),
the system will
display a.11 its direct. subtypes.
In this example,
the
user enters “TRANSPORT”,
a.nd the query can be
expressed in Figure 4.
The “*” in operator
“P*” means that the query is
applied to a.11 of the subtypes of TRANSPORT.
Query 4: Print and display
a.11 the rivers whose
discharge
is above 100 cubic meter per second.
As usua.1, rivers are classified into two kinds, single
line rivers a.nd double line rivers, which are stored in
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Implementation

issues

HYPERQUERY
is designed
as t,he query
la.nguage for OISDBS
(Object,-oriented
Intelligent
Spat,ia.l Data.Base System).
OISDBS
is built on ISDBS[5].
a relational
spatial da,tabase system. It. a.dds a.11 Ol)ject, Manager on top of ISDBS which supports object,oriented
database
schema design, stora.ge ma.nagement, indices, and t,he mapping
from object schema.
t,o rela.tional
schema.. OISDBS
is currently
being implemented
on a VAX 8700 under the VMS opera.ting
system.
The user interacts
with the syst,em via a
VT340 graphic terminal.

5

Summary

The object-oriented
da.tabase
query langua.ge
HYPERQUERY
is introduced.
Object
calculus ba.sed
on term rewriting
is also discussed. In query formulation, queries about pictorial
entities can be expressed
just. as the user’s view of the object database.
Pictoria.l operations
are introduced
for the manipula.tion
regarding
pictorial
entities.
Queries about a type can
be expressed
as a kind of hypertext,
while queries
about more than one type can be formulated
by introducing
ezmnple
elements.
All these fea.tures ma.kr
HYPERQUERY
a very a.ttractive a,nd versat,ile query
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5: The

formula.tion

of Query

4

Figure

6: The formulat.ion

of Query
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